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Prop. Continuous functions
may compact to compact spaces, i.e.

for any continuous fix ->Y if X is compact, thenI
so is f(x) (in the relative top of it.

Proof. HW

Recall thatin general, a continuous injection doesn'thave ho

be an embedding, e.g. id: (I, discrete) -> IR, Euclidean).
However:

for. Any continuous injection from compact to Hausdorff

is an embedding. In particular, any conting 2 into
a Hausdorff space is an embedding.

Proof. Letfix ->Y be cont. Itor, X compact, 4 Hauschofff.
We want to show ItA": f(x) -X is also continuous.

For this, we need to show itamaps open sets to

relatively open subsets off(X). Bense of is injective,
f-images commute with complements, so it's enough



to slow but I maps closed sets to closed subsets

of 4. Get 2 2X be closed,hence compact. Mu, f(C)
is also compact, and is has closed because "

is Hauschorff

Sequential compaction. Atop space X is called sequentially organ
if every aprene (x2)2X has a convergent subsequence.
This is arthogonal be comparten in general top. spaces
(i.e. neither implies, nor is implied by), however,
sequential comparten coincides with compaction for
metrizable spaces.

Compactness for metric spaces. For metric spaces, there is a third

compact-like property we can formulate, at this too is

equic to comparties:

Heine- Bonel property:Ametric space (X,d) is Heine-Boel if

it is complete and totally bounded,where totally bold

means lt730, I finite E-net, i.e. a set Fax

1st. X =V B2 (x). F ....
X GE ...&



Thore. For a metric space (X,d), TFAE:
11) X is compact.
(2) X is sequentially compact.
(3) X is Heine-Berel, i.e. complete a totallybad.

Remark. This implies itif X is compact metrizable, then
any compatible metric on it is automatically complete
and totally bold (in particular bod).

Proof. (2) =>(3). For completeness, take a lunchy sequence.
Ithas a convergent subses, hence the whole

Candy sequence must converge.

For total boundedness, let 330 and suppose

that there is no finite E-net. Take a pt.
x. EX, Hus B,(Xo) IX. Hence 5x, GX)

Bu(xo) al Ba(Xo)VBa(xikAX. Repeating
this, we getxn4XLUBa(xe) ·

i<n
Thus we get a sequence (XalnEI chose

elementsare distance apart. This sequence
has no landly subsequence, hence no convergent



subsequence,a contradiction. (2) E(3)

(3) => (2). Let(Xn)=X be a sequence. Bears & is complete,
it's enough he find a camely subsequence.
let2n:=t and for each WEIN I finite EurnetFu.

By the Pigeonhole Principle (his is Konig's lennal,
we get a matrixof subrequences:

Ej
Xu Xun Xac....

int/frXux, x (es *423.-- X
X uss X4sz Xays---

hereeach row is a subsequence ofthe perious

ror of the its row is contained in an Ep-

ball. Then for
any iEIN, the diagonal sequence

KnijjeN is eventually (starting from j=i)
in an Ei-ball, hence (njjljew is Carchy.

(3)=> (2)

(7 =3(2). We prove
the contrapositive:suppose there is a sequence

(2) =X with no convergent subsequence. Then no

point xeX is a limitof a subsequence, hence k



x EX, I open neighbourhood Ux=x sit.

-> atmost finitely xntUX. These Ux frm an open

cover of X, so I finite introver Uy,, Uyn, ..., Kyn
But each by,contains on for only finitely way
WEIN, contradiating At IN is infinite. (1) =>(2)

(22) & (3)] => (1). Try doing this for X==C0,13 first.


